(Quakerism is) More than a man and a Honda
The East Coast by motorcycle in the service of Friends
“I plan to travel from South to North,
speaking with meetings about how (or
whether) they feel their regional culture
affects their theological beliefs with the
intent
of
gaining
a
greater
understanding of the 'spiritual state' of
individual meetings… in addition, I
hope to compile a photo essay
comparing theological beliefs to
meetinghouse
architecture
within
Quakerism”

Evan Welkin • Quaker Leadership Scholars Program • 2005
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Though my project evolved past
my original introduction letter,
the spirit remained the same.
From May to June of 2005, I
traveled 4,200 miles along the

East coast visiting Quakers and
Quaker meetings.
I visited roughly 29 meeting
houses and places of worship on
my trip and met with groups

from 15 of them.
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The Meetings
Yardley Meeting Bucks County, PA
Plainfield Meeting Plainfield, NJ
Wilmington Meeting Wilmington, DE
Atlantic City Area Meeting Egg Harbor City, NJ
Camden Meeting Camden, DE
Wicomico River Meeting Salisbury, MD
Cedar Grove Meeting Woodland, NC
Piney Woods Friends Meeting
Up River Friends Meeting Belvidere, NC
Pamlico Worship Group Beaufort, NC
Salem-Black River Worship Group Sumter, SC
Horry Worship Group Hemingway, SC

Gainesville Monthly Meeting Gainesville, FL
Ocala Worship Group Ocala, FL
Tampa Monthly Meeting Tampa, FL
St. Petersburg Monthly Meeting St. Petersburg, FL

Sarasota Monthly Meeting Sarasota, FL

Yardley Monthly Meeting
Bucks County, Pennsylvania

This meeting, in the historic
Quaker region of Bux County,
was the home meeting of my
relatives who have recently
passed on.
It is a very historic meeting
which worships in a relatively
new building. Though very
quiet, their memories of my
relations reminded me of the
community of Quakerism that
appears very present here.
This was the Northernmost meeting I worshipped in. The clerk’s message hoped that I “had
gained much” from my journey that I could share with my home meeting upon my return.

Plainfield Monthly Meeting
and surrounding meetings

Northern New Jersey and
Bucks County, Pennsylvania

The ‘real world’ presence of
Quaker history in this area is
striking for someone from the
young West Coast.

Plainfield Monthly Meeting

I was given a tour of these meetings and
area by a very kind gentleman, Thurston
Hughes, who is a member of the
Plainfield meeting and a motorcycle
enthusiast. Though I was not able to
meet with the meetings as a whole,
meeting such a interesting Friend was a
privilege.

Atlantic City Monthly Meeting, Egg Harbor City, New Jersey
This meeting was started by folks from the nearby Stockton College campus in beautiful south New
Jersey. I stayed with a couple who are both scientists and Quakers with very interesting perspectives
on God and religion in the world. My meeting with a group of Friends surfaced some interesting
questions about what happens when “mainstay” older members of the meeting die, as well as an
interesting anecdote about evangelical Christians who visited the meeting to convert members and
made several folks uncomfortable. They worship in a new meetinghouse while the historic one sits
behind it.
The acting clerk’s message said my visit brought together “a large sample of the small and far-flung
meeting” to ask questions that “bring issues into focus in a new way.”

Worship space in the new building

Historic building behind the new one, briefly used by
neighboring Korean Christian Church.

Wilmington Monthly Meeting
Wilmington, Delaware

This beautiful meeting house, easily the largest
I visited on my trip, once sheltered victims of
the riots in Wilmington during the civil rights
movement. Its grounds and surrounding
cemetery take up a full city block near the
urban center of Wilmington. It houses a small
weekly congregation.
I met with individuals from this meeting who
were both old and new to Quakerism. Marcia
Boone put me up and organized my meetings
in which she “too learned from what Friends
shared.” The legacy of “birthright” Quakerism
here made me look at my own past.

Camden Monthly Meeting Camden, Delaware
This meeting is currently renovating its meetinghouse and we worshiped in the side of the room that was not
covered in protective plastic. There was a diverse range of ages in the folks at this meeting. I worshiped with
them after going birding with many members the day before on the beautiful Eastern shore of the Chesapeake
Bay.
Their Clerk mentioned a parallel “meeting outreach” program Camden has been undertaking through
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting’s “Deepening and Strengthening Project.” The goal of this program is to build
understanding between other meetings in their area.

I unfortunately did not get a lot of time to explore this old meetinghouse because of an imminent NASCAR race nearby.

Wicomico River Friends Meeting and Third Haven Friends Meeting
Maryland’s Eastern Shore

I didn’t get a chance to have a
group discussion with the
folks from Wicomico River,
but over the couple of days I
was in the area I met with a
number of Friends from the
Delmarva peninsula. Many
expressed an appreciation for
the acceptance in Quakerism.

While my host Dana Kester-McCabe was a little disparaging of the looks of her meeting in comparison to the
nearby Third Haven, it appears to have served the meeting well. They hope to move soon to the house of a
couple from their meeting who has donated the property to the meeting. Dana described our conversations as
“helpful and enlightening,” almost as revitalizing to me as the beautiful countryside around us.

Third Haven Monthly Meeting, one of the oldest churches still in use in the US, dating from the 17th century .

Rich Square Monthly Meeting
Woodland, North Carolina
Shortly before my arrival to this beautiful old
meeting, two strong members of the local
community both inside and outside the meeting
passed on. George Parker and his sister, the father
and aunt of Guilford professor Elwood Parker, were
folks I never met but whose spirit and influence
were clearly present still in this small town. I spent
some time with members of the meeting helping to
prepare for the memorials and very much enjoyed
hearing folks’ spiritual insights with some sweat on
my brow. At least two families, including Barbara
and Bob Gosney’s who I stayed with, came to Rich
Square in order to preserve its historic place in the
Woodland community. It was clear that this
building and the role of a Quaker meeting in this
community were strong bonds for these folks. I felt
their Quakerly pride as I helped them spruce up the
meetinghouse.
They wished me on my way appreciating that “he is
representing us all in the network of Friends with
that same Spirit which brought earlier Friends to
this region.”

Piney Woods Friends Meeting and Up River Friends Meeting
Belvidere, North Carolina

Memorial Day was the center of the day’s
worship when I visited Piney Woods

Two of many programmed
Quaker meetings in rural North
Carolina, Piney Woods and Up
River meetings now have large
and growing numbers of
worshippers. Piney Woods, the
mother meeting of both, suffered
from flagging numbers until the
relatively recent arrival of a
Evangelical Friends Minister.
Up River has also just chosen a
new minister.

These were the only programmed meetings I was able to
visit on my trip, and I could certainly see a similarity
between their inner and outer architecture versus that of
the other meetings I visited. The indoor picture {R}
shows a pulpit and painting of Jesus prominently placed
in the main room for worship. The Friends I met in
Belvidere reflected a very kind and laid-back attitude with
a strongly Christian brand of Quakerism. They had a true
community both within and without the meeting and were
dedicated to preserving unique Quaker values.

Pamlico Worship Group (Home of the Bowles’) Beaufort, North Carolina
The Pamlico Worship Group generally meets in a
rented local building or attendees’ houses like many
of the small worship groups I visited. Some
attendees travel up to 2 hours to reach worship in this
tidal region near the end of North Carolina's Outer
Banks. I stayed with Nan Bowles, a relative of
several folks from the Guilford community, in this
beautiful house on the edge of a huge tidal
marshland. Kayaking through the thick carpet of
marsh grasses and quiet evening conversations with
Nan and her husband Tom were treasured
experiences here.
Nan wrote that “our little worship group is small
but vibrant and alive!” They are currently
undertaking a spiritual outreach ministry to other
programmed meetings in their area. “Our group
has a similar interest in reaching out to other
groups, Friends of other persuasions to learn from
one another with a spirit of inquiry and divine
guidance.” It is clear also that, as with many other
small worship groups, they struggle to keep folks
attending regularly and to manage issues that might
arise when folks are so dispersed. Northern
Quakers first started a meeting in Beaufort in 1730,
a common pattern for Southern meetings.

Salem Black River Friends Worship Group Sumter, South Carolina
This is a very small worship
group indeed, with only two
regular attendees. Bill and
Brenda Remmes, still under
the care of the Rich Square
Meeting, often worship either
in their home or in a local
protestant church.{R}
Brenda’s family surrounds
them in this rural part of South
Carolina right off I-95. I very
much enjoyed seeing their old,
antebellum houses and the
“Midnight in the Garden of
Good and Evil”-esque
cemetery hung with Spanish
moss and surrounded by tall
magnolia trees. {L}

Bill and Brenda had left Woodland but clearly still felt bonds to the meeting there. It appeared that their time
in Woodland had ended with some sadness and political upheaval within the meeting, of course not
uncommon in religious organizations of any kind. I was struck, however, by how clearly connected they still
felt to Rich Square meeting hundreds of miles away. I would cross all those miles thinking about the
potential bonds of Spirit and friendship a meeting can create. This was a clear example of the relative
unimportance of meeting’s architecture in contrast to what is within.

Horry Friends Worship Group & Ocala Friends Worship Group
Hemingway, South Carolina

Ocala, Florida

I visited two small worship groups on my trip that met largely in folks’
houses. The Horry Friends also met in a local grange hall, but for both I
felt their descriptions of their places of worship suggested that they were
not a major group priority in terms of architecture or community visibility.

Lizards all over the South enjoyed
my warm tailpipe to bask on during
stops.

Both groups had interesting individual character however. The Horry
Friends were centered more or less around the very small town of
Hemingway, SC. What struck me about the group here, as with Ocala, was
that they were an interesting mix of local folks with family nearby and
folks from up North. I stayed in Hemingway with Judith Yarborough and
her husband, whose Southern hospitality extended out logistically and
spiritually to me. I was very interested to hear Judith talk about her
interest in Buddhist principles, which she says she reconciles with her
evangelical Christian-based past through Quakerism. In this very
conservative part of the country, I was very interested to hear how Judith
deepened the understanding of her “Christian tribe,” as she put it, through
a variety of Eastern principles.

My visit to the Ocala corresponded with a meeting/party between many Friends from all over the place. I got
a very ‘Friends of the World’ sense as I sat in on the meeting; it turned out that a couple of the members there
knew members of my home meeting in Washington State! It seems that this sharing and networking was a
significant element of this little worship group. Several folks expressed a desire to strengthen the small
group’s connection the larger Gainesville Monthly Meeting just across the alligator-filled Payne's Prairie.
Though alligators may not be a major threat to cars (or motorcycles), I saw that the most difficult obstacle
was finding that illusive unity that addresses everyone’s spiritual desires.

Gainesville Monthly Meeting Gainesville, Florida
The Gainesville Monthly Meeting is one of several
meetings in Florida that have either recently built or are
in the process of building new places in which to
worship. Some have bought buildings they are
modifying significantly in order to accommodate the
needs of the meetings. The folks in Gainesville are
building from the ground up. Their old building {L}
was apparently moldy and a bit cramped. The groupapproved blueprint represented many different desires
for the new worship space now in progress.{below}

Home of the University of Florida, Gainesville
was the only meeting I visited in which I had a
chance to talk at length with other active 20something Friends. I appreciated hearing their
thoughts. In general, it appears most
unprogrammed meetings are made up of older
folks and youngish parents. I also had a chance
to sit in on a Bible study with Friends after
meeting. This discussion was very characteristic
of many I had with unprogrammed Friends
about their reservations with Christianity and a
greater concern for the environment and social
causes in their interpretation of Quakerism.

Sarasota Monthly Meeting Sarasota, Florida

Sarasota Monthly Meeting was the southernmost meeting that I visited on my trip, a far cry with its white
sandy driveway and airy design from the meetings in New Jersey or New York. The recently completed
Sarasota meetinghouse was in fact designed with traditional Floridian architecture in mind. A wide open
breezeway runs between the main meeting hall and the rest of the building. This design feature, which was
was originally used in the early days of Florida settlement to help shelter animals out of the hot sun, now
serves as an effective sound barrier between the often-raucous First day school rooms and the quiet meeting
hall.
Folks here talked a fair bit about the the “Snowbird syndrome.” During the time I was visiting, many of the
seasonal attenders of the meeting had left for their Northerly homes to escape the hot Florida summer. It
seems that this coming and going of the meeting population makes for some difficulties occasionally when
business must wait till everyone is present in the winter. Also, many folks keep their membership at Northern
meetings (such as Wilmington meeting: 300 members, ≈50 attenders) which adds to the transitional feeling.

Tampa Monthly Meeting Tampa Bay, Florida
This meeting in the urban setting of Tampa Bay recently
gained a new meetinghouse as well. I spent much of my
time here with the clerk, Karen Putney, and her family,
including Dana Putney who is now in her first year at
Guilford. They are a very committed Quaker family who
generously invited me to their weekly sailboat race on
Tampa Bay and networked with many Friends in Florida.
Karen’s particular care and ambition for her meeting
made a big impression on me. She was not raised Quaker
but has a deep understanding of the well-being of both
her meeting and Quakerism as a whole.
The new small meetinghouse in which
Tampa Bay Friends worship is also shared by
a local psychologist’s office. The cozy space
will continue to be renovated as time goes
on, but, as Karen pointed out, simply the
visible and permanent presence of a
meetinghouse in the area will help the
meeting’s stability.
“As he sits with Friends he invites us to
reflection about who we are, how we do what
we do and most challenging of all - why. This
is good for us.”

St. Petersburg Monthly Meeting, Saint Petersburg Florida
This, the oldest Quaker meeting in Florida, was the
first stop on my journey. Built in 1941, I felt a
certain kinship with the youth of Florida’s meetings
like my own in Washington State. For many years
this meeting was also the central Florida office of
the American Friends Service Committee, an
organization that has since distanced itself from
formal Quaker networks. I could see a definite
lasting connection between many folks of this
meeting and the former AFSC office, a strong
commitment to social justice issues and many folks
who had found Quakerism during the revolutionary
era of the 1960’s. The meeting holds a diverse
variety of folks, spiritually and demographically,
many of whom are involved in other social justice
organizations in the area.
I visited the meeting and was invited to a
wedding/vows ceremony with many from the
meeting present. The spirit of hope and beginnings
at this ceremony was helpful as I began my
pilgrimage. I stayed in this area with Gerry Groupe,
88, a sprightly longtime Friend who I took across
the city to meeting on the back of my motorcycle.

None of the meetinghouses on my trip were as grand as some
religious sites I have visited; they all shared a certain Quaker
simplicity. I also found a undercurrent of common beliefs expressed
differently in every meeting but often in resonance with what others
said hundreds of miles away. Most Friends see themselves, and their
reality of Quakerism, as unique. Friends certainly do have a good
share of philosophical diversity, but in many cases we are all more
alike than we think, especially across the Christian/non-Christian
programmed/unprogrammed divide.
Some folks look to Christ while others are downright close-minded
about Christianity in general. Some Friends are atheists while others
do not accept atheism as Quaker. However, most all Friends seem to
be drawn to Quakerism for the value and hope it places in humanity.
Forgiveness and greater respect for each other are crucial for realizing
this hope for ourselves.

This German street musician’s
marimba reminds me of what I
hope Quakerism could once again
become: a instrument made from
individual tones of spirit that rely
on each other to make a complex
song. We must continue to look
and listen for the music around us.

